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WNCBC AGM - Weds 14th November 2018
7pm at Riding Mill Millennium Hall
This is a reminder about the
AGM – our only member
meeting in the year! We would
love to see you there!
Rural Crime Project launch…

As you will have read in
previous
bulletins
and
newsletters - we are working
on an exciting, new, jointinitiative, with Northumbria
Police, who want to deliver a
Rural Crime Project, working
with the village halls in the
Rural West of the county. The
Rural
Crime
Project
is
managed by Sgt. Claire
Kimberley, who will be our
‘guest speaker’.
She will
outline the project and her
hopes for working with your

halls, on this innovative
initiative.
The BBC may be present at
the AGM, because they are
currently
filming
a
Documentary on Rural Crime,
with Northumbria Police – and
they are interested in this new
project and how it develops.
The BBC series is focussing on
policing through the eyes of
one police force and they have
chosen Northumbria Police.
The aim is to see how the
police deal with such a varied
and large area/county, but also
to see what it is like for the
people who live in those areas.
It is important for the series, to
acknowledge how the rural
communities are policed and

what life is like for the residents
of those communities.
The BBC feel that the meeting
will be a great way to showcase
the engagement between the
police and rural communities –
however there is no guarantee
they will get there – much
depends
on
their
time
constraints. Of course, if they
do film it, there is also no
guarantee the footage will
make final edit into the
documentary.
The focus will be on Sgt.
Kimberley – but I am sure you
will agree that it will be very
interesting to witness!!
Please try to attend this
meeting to find out more about
this
initiative
and
other
consortium news!!!

#VillageHallsWeek 2019
22nd - 28th January
January 22nd to 28th 2019, will
see the second, national
#VillageHallsWeek taking
place, helping to raise the
profile of some 11,000 vitally
important halls/community
buildings right across the
country. The first celebration
week was trending all over
social media last year and
many halls in Northumberland
got involved, by hosting special
events and activities which
included Burns suppers, bake
sales, energy events, coffee
mornings and even an
employment session. Why not
use the opportunity this

January, to host your own
Village Hall event or activity?
Whatever you choose to do to
celebrate #VillageHallsWeek
2019, let CAN know, and we
would be delighted to help you
to spread the word.

**SAVE THE DATE**
CAN is planning its own
#VillageHallsWeek Event on
Wednesday 23rd January 2019,
at 10.30am in Stannington
Village Hall (next to the Ridley
Arms) to acknowledge all the
hard working, dedicated

trustees who manage halls and
community buildings across
Northumberland.
As part of the event, we would
like to showcase the heritage of
village halls and the huge
contribution they make to rural
communities. We are aware
that many of you have already
delved into the history of your
hall/village – perhaps you
would like to put up a display at
the event in January?
Look out for further details of
the event and how to get
involved in the next few weeks.
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Hi everyone. As you are
aware, the £35 annual
membership
for
the
consortium is now due.
Thank you very much to
the 30+ halls that have
already sent their forms
and payment to me.
Membership
of
the
consortium gives you
access
to
all
the
information on the website,
Insurance deals, access to
EnergyCAN, access to an
information service that
offers information on a full
range of topics including
funding,
constitutional
issues and charity matters,
licensing and all the
regulations that relate to
community buildings.
In addition, you can
request individual advice
and support from Louise
Currie
(Village
Halls
Adviser)
So, if your hall has not yet
paid
its
annual
subscription, could you
please complete the form
with the correct contact
details and send it to
Louise Currie, along with
your payment. Details of
how to pay are on the
Membership
Renewal
Forms.
Thanks, Louise.

NEXT ISSUE
We know our members
have some amazing halls
and buildings and we
think it would be nice to
show them off a little - not
least because we all do
some very different things!
If you would like your hall
or building to be featured
in our ‘Spotlight on…
section, please do let us
know. Photographs of
your halls and/or
committees would also be
welcome.
Of course, if you’re all too
shy to contact us, we may
contact you directly to see
if you would like to be
featured.

Just for fun...

Spotlight on…
Ovingham Reading Room
by Neville Gray
In well over a century of use the Reading Room
in the village of Ovingham, on the banks of the
River Tyne, has served many purposes and
undergone many changes.
In 1892, when books were beginning to be
published in cheaper editions and larger
numbers the local vicar was among those who
identified a need for a “Reading Room” where
books and newspapers could be read by the
general public. Mr Edward Ellison Bigge, the
elder brother of the future Baron Stamfordham
offered a plot of land and a significant donation
to facilitate the construction a suitable building.
After a remarkably short space of time the reading Room was opened on 18 May 1894.
During the remainder of the 19th century and the early part of the 20th century the
Reading Room seems to have prospered. It was a club for men only, and despite there
being two pubs in the village it was used mainly by “working men” who paid a shilling a
month and changed from their working clothes to better clothes to attend.
In the 1920’s and 30’s use started to fall off although there must have been some activity
as there is a picture of the front of the building decorated to celebrate the Silver Jubilee
of King George V. In 1940 after the Dunkirk evacuation the building was requisitioned
to act as a temporary location for soldiers.
The building was not well used until the early 70’s when a new trust deed was drawn up
to enable the Reading Room to effectively become the village hall (but retain its identity).
Subsequently two extensions were completed in 1971 and 1984 adding a small meeting
room, storage area, kitchen, new toilets and a small entrance hall and in 2011 a major
refurbishment was completed which included a new heating system.
Currently the Reading Room is regularly used by village organisations including :�� A chat club for senior citizens
�� A toddler group
�� The drama group who have an annual pantomime
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

as well as plays.
The film club
The Women’s Institute
Dance and fitness classes for all age ranges
Yoga classes
The craft group
A local choir
The parish council for regular monthly meetings

In addition the hall is a popular venue for events including a village quiz, private parties
for children, musical events and jumble sales.
The Reading Room is a registered charity which is administered by Trustees who form
the management committee which meets on a monthly basis. Our aim is to serve the
community and adapt to change. We look forward to our 125 year anniversary in 2019.
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Village Halls and their Annual
Fire Risk Assessments
by Louise Currie
In 2005, the
Regulatory Reform
(Fire Safety) Order
came into force,
which reformed fire
safety laws. This
covered the general
fire precautions and
other fire safety
duties in ‘nondomestic properties’
– such as village
halls. The main
emphasis under the
2005 Order, is
towards
and the
Though village halls
and similar buildings
are considered ‘lowrisk’ they are
expected to put fire
precautions in place
where necessary and where it is
reasonable and
practical to do so.
This includes
undertaking an
annual Fire Risk
Assessment in the
hall.
I visit many halls
across the county –
and have found on
numerous
occasions, that
some trustees are
unaware that the
Order exists, or that

undertaking a Fire
Risk Assessment is
one of their duties
under Health &
Safety legislation. As
a result, many halls
have never
conducted a Fire
Risk Assessment in
the 12 - 13 years
since the order came
into force.
I am therefore
drafting this article to
encourage you to
ensure that an
annual Fire Risk
Assessment is
undertaken in your
hall. It is something
which can be
achieved “in house”,
without having to
bear unnecessary
additional costs. It
just needs a
competent person to
undertake the
assessment – with
enough experience,
knowledge or other
qualities to be able
to implement the
appropriate
measures. A village
hall committee
member who knows
the building pretty
well and knows the
uses made of the
building, would

probably be judged
to have enough
‘knowledge and
other qualities’
I am here to help
village hall
management
committees to
understand their
responsibilities under
the Order, to explain
the basics of a Fire
Risk Assessment
and to offer my help
and advice, if you
are unsure what you
need to do. If
necessary, I will
come out to your hall
to help you
undertake the
assessment, or at
the very least, will
provide you with the
correct form and an
example of a
completed form, so
that you have an
idea what it entails.
So – if you know that
your hall is not
undertaking the
assessment, and you
need some advice –
please contact me
on 01670 517178 or
by e-mail on louise.wncbc@canorth.org.uk or on
louisecurrie@canorth.org.uk
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Reverse Advent
Calendar
The reverse advent calendar is a
simple idea which can make a huge
difference in your local community
and capture the imagination of your
members. What is more, it doesn’t
cost the earth.
The massively popular
featured on BBC 1’s Breakfast Time
Television. It introduces people to the
concept that we all have the power to
make changes through small acts of
kindness. It is a really empowering
way to reclaim Christmas and make it
about more than just receiving.
Many people last year included
drawings, cards and messages of
hope - all of which were hugely
appreciated.
If your hall or
community would like to take part,
you only need a box (or boxes), in
which to place items from the
wish list.
The organisers would be happy to
come and thank your community
personally. If you could let them have
your gifts at the end of November, the
gifts will be distributed amongst local
projects and to those families and
individuals in need before Christmas.
Click on the Christmas tree to see the
poster and information sheet.

If you would like
any
further
information
please contact either
Alice or Jill on 0191-2738891 or email:
fundraising@changing-lives.org.uk.

New Volunteers

New training courses available…via NNVHC
(North Northumberland Village Halls Consortium)

As you know, we will, sadly, be
losing two of our current
committee members this year at
the AGM. They had very kindly
agreed to stay on the committee
last year to help with the transition
into our new partnership with CAN
but having both been on the
committee for a number of years,
they are now stepping down.
As you also know, the committee
is made up of volunteers from the
committees of our member halls
and we would very much like to
encourage new members to step
forward and volunteer to be on the
WNCBC committee. It isn’t really
a huge commitment – we only
meet 4 times a year (plus the
AGM), but it means you will get a
direct say in steering the direction
the consortium is taking. If you
think you might have some time to
spare to be on the committee,
please do let Sarah or Louise
know.

Writing Bids: Keep it Simple & Succeed
Tuesday 13 November 2018 1.00pm to 4.00pm
Venue: Jubilee hall, Newton-on-the-Moor
Cost: FREE TO MEMBERS OF NNVHC AND WNCBC
This course is aimed at those who are new to applying for funding, looking to refresh
their skills or seeking a new angle. The session is 3 hours long and covers the following:
• The funding landscape and levels of competition
• Understanding the decision-making processes of funders
• Researching funding sources
• Avoiding common mistakes & pitfalls
• Writing the perfect application
The course is delivered by Marc Johnson, Development Officer at Northumberland
CVA. Marc has over 16 years’ experience with the voluntary sector around funding.
Having worked as a funding adviser, a grants administrator and a member of a grant
giving panel, as well as being the author of many bids himself, Marc is in the unique
position of having seen the bid writing process from all angles.

To book your place, email George Courtice: admin@nnvhc.org.uk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dementia Awareness
Thursday 15 November 2018, 11.00 am to 1.00pm
Venue: Jubilee hall, Newton-on-the-Moor
Cost: FREE TO MEMBERS OF NNVHC AND WNCBC
Two videos can be shown which look at the difficulties faced by people who are starting the dementia journey and also about how difficult it can be to be a carer. The rest
of the session is a discussion and a talk through the four main types of dementia and
the symptoms. We talk about the environment ie the home, the village hall, community shops etc. There is time to answer questions about problems that are relevant to
some of the attendees. The course is delivered by: Kay Yeo of Northumbria Healthcare NHS Trust.

To book your place, email George Courtice: admin@nnvhc.org.uk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Emergency First Aid
He’s making a list
He’s checking it twice
He’s gonna find out who’s naughty
or nice.
Santa Claus is in contravention of
Article 4 of the General Data
Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679

Tuesday 20 November 2018 10.00am to 4.30pm
Venue: Jubilee hall, Newton-on-the-Moor
Cost: £36.00 to members of NNVHC and WNCBC (the unsubsidised cost is in
the region of £53).
Coffee and tea & a certificate of attendance included. Attendees are advised to bring a
packed lunch.
This popular course, which is restricted to a maximum of 12, is designed to prepare
people to become first-aiders in their ‘workplace’. The certificate for the training
is required when a person is to be appointed as a first aider in a workplace
under the appropriate legislation. If people are not being "appointed" in a
workplace they do not need the certificate. This course offers exactly the
same training, with the same practical exercises, without external
certification. If attendees wish to receive an externally validated certificate they will
have to be examined at the end of the course and the additional cost will be £13. The
course is delivered by Rob Marriner, a highly experienced externally accredited trainer based in the county, and will provide you the confidence to use first aid skills in
real life situations.

To book your place, email George Courtice: admin@nnvhc.org.uk
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FLOOD WARDENS WANTED MEMBERSHIP
by Colin Hall

The project aim is to
increase the awareness of
Flood Resilience and Flood
Safety across the North
East, with myself as the
Community Engagement
Officer for Northumberland,
and three colleagues
covering Durham and
Darlington, Cleveland, and
Tyne and Wear.
I am currently engaging with
numerous local
communities across
Northumberland to increase
their flood resilience by
starting a Community Flood
Plan and setting up Flood
Warden Groups. Flood
Wardens are community
volunteers who support their
communities during flooding
incidents, including
activating a community’s
flood action plan - ensuring
the most vulnerable in their
community are safe, and
working closely with the
Environment Agency.
There are Flood Plans and
Warden Groups set up for
numerous communities in
Northumberland, but we are
always looking to recruit
new wardens and start plans

to protect communities that
may be at risk of flooding,
who are yet to develop a
plan. If anyone is interested
in volunteering as a Flood
Warden or lives in a
community that would like
support to set up a group
and start a Flood Plan, they
can contact me directly at
colin.hall@environmentagency.gov.uk or by phone
on 020 77140547.
You can also download
copies of the ‘Role of a
Flood Warden’ information,
and the ‘Interested in being
a Warden’ enrolment form
by clicking on the buttons
below.
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OF WNCBC

Your Benefits
The Consortium was created
by members for the benefit of
members. Here are the benefits of membership:
● Access to discounts on
insurance.
● The PAT Testing Service that
offers a testing service that
is around one third of
commercial rates.
● Access to EnergyCAN with
low value electricity and gas
contracts and benefits from
collective purchasing.
● Access to an Information
Service that offers
information on a full range
of topics relating to running
a Community Building,
including funding.
● Guidance on constitutional
issues and charity matters.
● Information on licensing and
the regulations that relate
to community buildings.
● Newsletters and Bulletins
updating members on
current news and issues.
● A louder voice on issues by
enabling the Consortium to
speak on behalf of all its
members.
● Access to training courses
and discounts offered to
CAN to members.
● Access to a network of
members for sales,
purchases and information.
● Membership of a network of
similar type organisations in
West Northumberland.
● Access to other discounts
organised by the
Consortium.
● Guidance on best practice.

‘Joe the Quilter’
at Beamish
by Sarah Hallberg
As you will know from our
previous bulletins, Louise Currie
was involved in spreading
information
about
the
‘Community Quilt’ project to the
halls in West Northumberland. As
a result, various local groups
agreed to take part and were
asked to submit squares for a
'word quilt', which was to be
displayed at the opening of the
new ‘Joe the Quilter’ exhibition at
Beamish.
Each contributor was given a
word (or words) that related to
West Northumberland in some
way, and was asked to make a 6"
square (either in fabric or in mixed
media) representing the word we
had been given (one square per
word). The squares were then to
be sewn together and exhibited at
Beamish for the opening.
The
first
picture is a
close-up of
one of the
panels - my
square is the
one in the
middle of the
top row (with
the fox and
trees), and my word was
‘woodland’. The picture below is
of three members of our local
quilting
group - each of us
contributed one or more squares.

CAN Training Courses
As you already know, a range of
useful village hall training courses
are currently being advertised for
delivery in November. They are
being held in various venues across
the county. If you are interested in
taking part in any of the sessions
offered, please book your place/s
as soon as possible, by going to
directly to
via CAN’s
Website (clicking on the course names below will take you to the
CAN website). Full descriptions and details about each course and
the prices, can be found there.
Please note that, in a change to previous years, if there are not
enough people signed up to make them viable, the courses will not
proceed.

Monday, 12 November 2018 from 18:00 to 20:30 (GMT)
at Community Action Northumberland | Uniun Enterprise Building |
Front Street | Pegswood | NE61 6UF |

Newton & Bywell Community Hall | Newton & Bywell Community
Hall | Newton | NE43 7UL | United Kingdom
Tuesday, 20 November 2018 from 18:00 to 20:30 (GMT)

Newton & Bywell Community Hall | Newton | NE43 7UL
Wednesday, 28 November 2018 from 18:00 to 20:30 (GMT)
There are several courses across locations in both the North and
West of the county. I have only included the dates for the courses
which are run our WNCBC membership area in this newsletter, but if
you can't make any of the dates, the courses will also be run at a
hall in the North, so you won't have to miss out.

From left to right: June Minchin,
me (Sarah Hallberg - Tarset) and
Jane Cartridge (Otterburn).

Please also note that as part of WNCBC's partnership with CAN,
WNCBC member halls are entitled to a substantial discount for these
training sessions so when you book, please make sure you click
the booking link for the right consortium…
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Rural Crime Initiative
By Sgt. Claire Kimberley
The purpose of the scheme would
be to build links with Village Hall
representatives/trustees using an
innovate method of engagement,
with the view to improve information
and access to police services by the
Northumbria Police recognises the
wider community. The objective
challenges faced by rural
would
be to encourage reporting
communities when considering
around crime that affects the
access to policing services.
community such as Burglary, Fraud
Northumbria Police Strategy 2025
and Theft but also including more
sets out strategic priorities of
sensitive
offences such as domestic
Northumbria Police Service, in which
violence
and
sexual abuse. By
Community Engagement is a key
developing a safe familiar base in
priority, aiming to increase
opportunities for contacting, listening the local Village Hall that would
provide information and support to
and engaging with communities in
all
victims and community members,
order to increase confidence.
We would like to develop a project in who require access to the police
collaboration with Community Action service. Such information would
include contact details of Local NPT
Northumberland (CAN) and
officers,
Engagement Officers,
representatives/trustees from Rural
Wildlife
Officers
and give access to
Village Halls in the West of the
Key policing messages. As well as,
County to improve access and
giving advice on crime prevention on
engagement with police services by
how
to protect against those
the vast rural community. Rural
offences
where the most vulnerable
areas typically tend to be safer, but
are targeted and how to collect and
remote and isolated locations in the
countryside, can make residents feel report intelligence about
crimes/incidents/concerns that have
vulnerable and concerned.
an
effect on their community. This
Therefore, improving the way police
project hopes to bring together
communicate and engage, is
Rural Communities and the Police
important in providing reassurance
to those communities that are harder through collaboration with the
Village Hall representatives/trustees
to reach. Rurally Village Halls are
and
improve engagement in our
often the heart of the community and
most isolated communities to build
with 63 members in the West
trust and confidence.
Northumberland Village Halls
We would appreciate the opportunity
Consortium, there is an ideal
to
talk to people who might be
opportunity for Northumbria Police
interested in considering the
to narrow gaps in engagement with
the most isolated rural communities, development and implementation of
this innovative partnership project.
who access these Village Halls.
We
would welcome consultation
This ‘Village Hall Project’ concept
with you, to help us shape the
would be piloted in West
framework, to effectively improve
Northumberland however, if
engagement with the Police and
successful would be developed to
build
confidence in your community.
include all rural Northumberland.
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LA7
COURSE
Some of you may know Sarah
Sunderland, who is one of the
work
coaches
on
CAN’s
Employment Hub project. She
also does some work for
Northumberland
Community
Development Company (NCDC),
who currently have funding to
offer
a
one-off
tailored
employability course for people
living in rural locations in West
Northumberland.
The course is particularly aimed
at people who are ‘economically
inactive’ i.e. who haven’t been in
a position to work for some time
(for instance because they have
been bringing up children, caring
for disabled adults, unwell etc.).
If you are interested in attending
the course, or think there is
anyone in your community who
might be interested, there is a
poster you can print out or
forward round and please ask
people to contact Sarah directly
by email at
sarah.sunderland@hotmail.co.
uk You can also download your
copy of the poster here.

FEEDBACK
We would very much
welcome your feedback on
this newsletter and on the
information it contains.
Please feel free to contact
us via email:
sarahwncbc@btinternet.com

or
Louise.WNCBC@ca-north.org.uk

Louise and Sarah will be
happy to answer any
queries you might have.
We would also be
interested to know if there
are any topics you would
like to see covered in the
next newsletter (which will
be in Autumn/Winter 2018)

Insure Your Village Hall
by Ed Huston
is one of the newer Insurance companies around. We are
one of the three Insurance companies, chosen by the Consortium. We have
arranged insurance for 10 halls in Northumberland to date. We offer members of
the WNCBC an additional 10% discount on their premium and so far, this has
resulted in member halls making an average saving of £193.16. In all cases they’ve
saved more than their WNCBC £35 annual membership fee, meaning that they’ve
all ‘got their money back’ even before they factor in all of the other benefits of
membership!
From experience we know that the trustees of many village halls and community
buildings have been ignoring the risk of not checking that their buildings are
adequately insured, for fear that doing so might lead to their insurance premiums
increasing. Others have simply relied on the annual application of index-linking to
their sum insured, in the expectation that this would suffice.
The buildings sum insured is the amount of money for which the property is
of the
covered. The sum insured should represent the
property. It’s important to remember that the current market value of the property
has no direct relationship to the rebuilding cost. The failure to insure for the full
value may result in the partial settlement in the event of a claim as the insurer may
reduce the amount payable in proportion to the degree of underinsurance.
It’s important to remember that trustees have a duty to insure the charity’s assets
and liabilities and may be held personally liable if they fail to do so.
In their document on Charities and Insurance, in relation to buildings insurance the
Charity Commission state:

Against this backdrop, halls often ask how they can be sure that they’re insuring
the hall for the correct amount? Traditionally the standard response had been to
direct them to a professionally qualified building surveyor who could prepare a full
valuation of the property. Whilst there was nothing intrinsically wrong with that
advice, we were keenly aware that the costs involved could be prohibitive to most
halls, and so we set to work on finding an alternative solution.
So, Insure Your Village Hall were the first company to introduce a free buildings
insurance valuation service. This is something that we offer to all clients who take
out a policy with us on a 3 year long term undertaking – and we send someone out
in person, to do the valuation.
We have now carried out well over 50 valuations and have found that, on average,
the halls we have visited have been over 20% underinsured with some being
underinsured by over 50%! It just goes to show how important it is to check!!
We have visited several halls in Northumberland, including some who are members of the Consortium. In each case the valuation report has recommended that
the buildings sum insured be increased.
We also recognise, that whilst having the correct sum insured is vitally important,
it’s also essential that this is supported by a comprehensive product, that is offered
at a competitive price. To help achieve this, in addition to no claims discounts and
discounts for entering a long term undertaking, we also allow discount of up to
15% for halls attaining Hallmark accreditation.
If you want to talk to us about your needs, call Ed Huston on 0330 123 5990 (07714
480441)
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